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Tongtongcoin 
 

A Specialized cryptocurrency for Payment and Remittance 

 
 

Tongtongcoin is a decentralized Blockchain-based cryptocurrency devised to dramatically reduce 

transaction fees for existing payment systems such as credit cards and cash, bank charges for 

online remittance services, and to facilitate the processes of payment gateway and remittance.  

 

Blockchain Technology is one of the technology, which brings the biggest potential and creativity on 

current world. As to be famous by <Value Network>, blockchain is a kind of distributed and 

consigned network realizing P2P value exchange. Tongtongchain is confident that blockchain is a 

kind of technology to innovate relationship of production currently, users connect in person by 

tongtongchain based social agreement, can trust each other, and construct an ecosystem 

centralized by value to collaborate. 

 

Tongtongchain wil be constructed to be a statible and safe blockchain network by modularized 

design, which can use smart contract and digital property. We can construct the Sandbox to monitor 

transferring value and running contract as above in tongtongchain. By Sandbox, we can make sure 

stability of contract and transferring value safely. 

 

And support Dapp to use for many kinds of business such as small amount payment method, 

mileage/point replacement, P2P remittance, individual credit info management, file management 

and etc, and also support protocol for interactive value exchange. And we'll make tongtongchain folk 

matching with all purposes and extend tongtongchain ecosystem by connection of folked blockchain 

networks as above. 

 

Tongtongchain is used for smart contract publishing, value exchange of Dapp and network by a kind 

of coin which called tongtongcoin(TTCOIN). 
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Disclaimer 
 

 

 This Whitepaper may be amended from time to time without notice. This Whitepaper is 

intended to provide general information and is not meant to be exhaustive, comprehensive 

or authoritative. tongtongcoinaccepts no liability in relation to the Whitepaper, or any 

reliance on the Whitepaper, and does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the 

Whitepaper. 

 

 Tongtongcoin not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or other 

financialinstruments. Tokens are not intended for speculation and afford the holder no rights 

in, or claims to, any of the assets of Tongtongcoin or in any way a share in any profits that 

Tongtongcoin may achieve. 

 

 Please know that we plan to work hard in seeking to achieve the vision laid out in this paper, 

but that you cannot rely on any of it coming true. Blockchain, cryptocurrencies and other 

aspects of our technology and these markets are in their infancy and will be subject to many 

challenges, competition, regulation and a changing environment. We will try to update our 

community as things grow and change, but undertake no obligation to do so. 

 

Restrictions: 

 

Citizens and residents (whether a natural or legal person) of:  

(a) the United States of America (including the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United 

States Virgin Islands and other possessions of the United States of America),  

(b) the Republic of Singapore, 

(c) the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China; 

(d) the People's Republic of China, and 

(e) any other jurisdiction designated by Tongtongcoin from time to time, are prohibited from 

purchasing Tongtongcoin. Tongtongcoin reserves the right to refuse sale of Tongtongcoin to 

anyone who is, in the absolute discretion, ineligible to apply to purchase Tongtongcoin. 

 

Tongtongcoin takes the safety of your contributions very seriously. 

To prevent any type of money laundering associated with any international criminal organization, we 

require everyone to go through the identification procedure (KYC) and white list their crypto wallet 

addresses.  
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1. Tongtongchain 
 

Blockchain Technology is developed after Bitcoin development 2008, there're many developers 

taking part in blockchain developement. As a distributed platform, there's blockchain Etherum, 

Bitcoin, Lightcoin and etc, they focus on digital currency development. On fast blockchain 

techonology develpment, there're many technical missions to solve in future. 

 

1. Users' digital property can be lost by security risk of smart contract and attack from hacking. 

2. It's hard to connect and collaborate with different kinds of App and blockchain platform. 

3. It's hard to connect blckchain and true world, that there's limit to make true world by 

blockchain such as products authorization tracking. 

4. It's more expensive comprared with centralizal technology for appling to true world of 

technical entry barriers. 

 

Tongtongcoin is a platform with a user-friendly interface for anonymous dispersed management of 

assets. In tongtongchain, security, safety and extention are first. Tongtongchain introduces latest 

planning such as virtual machine, smart sandbox, protocol of exchaning value and folk mechanism 

and etc, construct blockchain network to make users convenient and cheap. Our goal is getting 

speed of the highest 1,000 TPS by optimization of block interval, block volume, consensus algorithm 

and etc. Tongtongcoin consists of a hybrid platform that stores transaction information with public 

blockchain, verifies contract information in advance through smart contract, and controls 

transactions. 

 

The Tongtongcoin platform includes the following features: 

 

(1) Use RDPoS consensus algorithm to improve block response and safety, security of 

network. 

(2) Provides a TongTong wallet service that can safely store personal encryption assets. 

(3) Support interface for Dapp to apply to all kinds of true environment. 

(4) It aims to overcome the limits of transmission and processing speed of the existing 

blockchain network and realize real-time transmission of cryptocurrency. 

(5) This will lower the transaction fee, allowing Tongtongcoin to replace the on/offline 

payment method. 

(6) By substituting mileage/points, it can establish an ecosystem that can benefit both the 

users and stores. 

(7) Utilizing the real-time transfer function of the Tongtongcoin, it provides the offline 

payment function connected with the existing POS and automatically links it to the 

mileage/points.  
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1.1 Feature of tongtongchain 

 

1.1.1 Stability 

 

Safety of network is essential feature of blockchain platforms.When consider dispersibility 

and endless expandability of blockchain platforms, potential uncertainty is being exposed. 

Tongtongchain is based byLVM(Lua Virtual Machine) from a single modular design. For 

smart contract, as designed LVM, with advantage of fast processing speed and low 

defectability, operate with independent stucture. 

 

1.1.2 Safety 

 

Though PoW(Proof of Work) is used for security of Bitcoin network,many kinds of strategies 

are input to miners and stope increasing, and it became a kind of centralized 'Central 

Server' which is unwanted.Theoritically,it can controll most of Bitcoin transactions if 

ocuppies 51% of computing power, it needs enormous expenses of high electricy 

consumption. 

Compared with PoW Consensus Algorithm, PoS(Proof of Stake) purposes security of higher 

standard and wider application. PoS Algorithm brings security of higher standard than PoW 

when there're sufficient holders. 

Tongtongchain Team uses Consensus Algorithm of RDPoS(Result Delegated Proof of 

Stake), increase response speed compared with DPoS, stability and security of network can 

be improved. 

Addtionally, tongtongchain uses smart Sandbox Mechanism, all of smart contract will be 

verified and tested to make sure of safety of smart contract before setting on tongtongchain 

network. 

 

1.1.3 Expandability 

 

For solving noninterchangable problem of block on blockchain, upgrading and folking 

become effective methods of network development.When folk happens, main chain and 

many subbranch chains will be created. Compose to make sure to exchange value among 

chains and share info among subbranch chains, make sure to use on many kinds of 

applications. 

 

1.1.4 Convenience of Use 

 

Use visual ways such as data customizing, folking of chain, revelation and upgrade of smart 

contract, transaction monitoring and etc, can develop blockchain applications 

easilty.Support all kinds of programing language such as Lua, C++, Javaand etc, that 

developers can join easily. 
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1.2 Compose tongtongchain 

 

1.2.1 Smart Contract 

 

Only allow to access data in block network for general smart contract. However, it's 

possible for interaction between blockchain network and out-network. Though there's 

complex feature of data structure and business regulation for real business application, 

Use API interface and data structure prepared before properly, realize abstract idea and 

general requirement in blockchain network.And, use LVM and approach an approximate 

value from rule of real life to make possible with suitable compile and action on demand of 

blockchain. 

 

1.2.2 Consensus Algorithm 

 

Blockchain network does not run without consent.Currently, possible to use extensively as 

consensus solution there're PoW, PoS, PBFT and DPoS. Tongtongchain chooses DpoS 

and improved it to be a new mechanism, which called RDPoS (Resulted-Delegated Proof of 

Stake). 

 

RDPoS inherits all advantages from DPoS. Not only no need to consume overlapping 

power for getting new block, action result of contract status can be verified by agent node 

and all nodes by network status. It's impossible to deduct consent of community without 

insentive, it's also been called token in blockchain world commonly. 

 

Tongtongchain is a kind of public blockchain with own coin which called 

tongtongcoin.tongtongcoin holders have right to fill and post smart contract, access network 

service, vote proxy, take part in community event such as creating profit as a proxy.In 

tongtongcoin community, candidates will be voted by all tongtongcoin holders, the 

candidate who received the most amount 99 will be upgraded to agent, and get right to 

confirm transactions by turns.No one can modify verifying turns. 

 

Theoritically, RDPoS can improve performance of network transactions than DPoS. 

Especially when action for a while or use storage much, not only agent node, but also all 

nodes take part in verification. RDPoS can reduce complexity of the whole network. And by 

optimizing consensus mechanism, agent group members can be changed always. It's 

important to maintain when network is status dispersed. 

 

1.2.3 Accounts 

 

Accounts are designated specially for safe transactions in blockchain network. Accounts 

can be used by public key, private key and SHA-256 Hash algorithm. 

 

1.2.4 Protocol of value exchange 

 

Though there's limit for single blockchain to support all kinds of applications,it's possible to 

apply in many kinds of environment for connected blockchain network.For exchanging value 
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among connected blockchains, it needs new consensus algorism. For these value 

exchange among blockchains, support service to make quarry and access possible with 

each other with definition by rules of connection and communication.For value exchange 

among cross chains,support interface for smart contract and token exchange among chains. 

 

1.2.5 Fee 

 

Use tongtongcoin and tongtongchain in blockchain, there's 0.3% of transaction amount for 

Dapp transaction fee, it can get value of 300 won for most. 
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1.3 Real-time Instant Remittance 
 
The existing cryptocurrency exchange requires time for verifying transactions. In case of Bitcoin, it 
takes 10 to 30 minutes for transmission, and the Ethereum takes 10 to 30 seconds for transfer. 
Tongtongcoin is constructed in the form of a hybrid blockchain linked to a TongTong Wallet, which 
converts each virtual currency into Tongtongcoin in real time and allows you to transfer the 
Tongtongcoin immediately. 
 
 
 

 
[Figure 1] Real-time transmission of Tongtongcoin 

 
 

 
If the sender wishes to transmit other cryptocurrencies such as the Bitcoin, and Ethereum, the 
Tongtongcoin system will converse the coin into Tongtongcoin according to the current market price 
and transmit the Tongtongcoin. In case of receiving, you can receive a Tongtongcoin and convert it 
into another coin if necessary. 
 
 

1.4 Substituting Online Payment Methods 
 
 
If a user purchases goods or services in an online environment, 2 to 5% of the value of the 
merchandise will be imposed as a commission, including the credit card issuer's commission and 
the PG company. In terms of stores, as the payment cycle of PG company takes about 1~2 weeks, 
there is a problem of delay in payback. 
If you substitute the online payment system with a Tongtongcoin, you can lower the price of goods 
and services by reducing the commission and enabling a faster transmission compared to the 
existing payment methods, and the stores can speed up the collection of funds. 
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[Figure 2] Tongtongcoin in substitution for online payment services 

 
Tongtongcoin's real-time payment service is similar to the existing PG system, and the 
Tongtongcoin is sent from the user's wallet to the online store's wallet in real time according to the 
Tongtongcoin's market price at the time of payment. The store can immediately check the payment 
history, and check the price and remaining amount of coins according to the market price of the 
Tongtongcoin. 
 
 

1.4.1 Transaction Fee 
 

 
In order for the blockchain to be well-connected with real-world payments, it is essential to 
guarantee no commission or at least to keep the reasonably low commission. 
 
Tongtongcoin platform will use RDPoS Consensus Mechanism, the transaction fee will reduce. 
Tongtongcoin uses a platform database which can lower the transaction fees to 1/10 compared to 
that of the existing payment gateway and remittances systems. 
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1.5 Replacement of online payment method 

 

We can use tongtongchain to develop Dapp, which can be applied to real life.Not only Dapp, 

folk tongtongchain to construct own private blockchain, make it and tongtongchain possible to 

exchange value that support a platform to extend tongtongchain distribution ecosystem. 

 

1.5.1 Case of Dapp 

 

(1)  Regional Coin 

 

Develop tokens by Dapp which can be distributed only in a local government, we can 

distribute it in a region. Regional Coin brings functions to activate local business, there're 

benefits for small business owners, owners in traditional markets and all consumers, it's 

possible to operate transparently. 

 

Regional Coin is possbile for not only stores with credit card payment terminal or POS, but 

also available for smartphones owned by individuals, compose payment system like this to 

pay easily without additional fee. And reduce fee for franchising of credit card payment 

system, and lower burden of small local business owners. Regional Coin runs beneficial 

program with additional tongtongcoin to users, to introduce virtuous circle of regional 

economy by expand profit of small business owners. 

 

(2)  Replacement of online gift card 

 

We can use tongtongchain Dapp to replace online gift cards.The online gift card before can 

be used without real name, the distribution and using process are opaque. If use 

tongtongchain's Dapp instead of online gift cards, we can make management invisible from 

publishing to using,users not only can use them by franchizing, but also can make 

distribution sure by cryptocurrency exchange, make sure of invisibility and stability from 

purchase to using of transactions. 
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2. Introduction to Tongtongcoin 
 

 
Existing on/offline payment methods consist of 1.5 ~ 4.5% merchant fee and 0.15 ~ 0.3% payment 
agency fee. In addition, there is a remittance fee of 15 ~ 20 USD per every transaction, which varies 
depending on whether it is an inward or outward remittance. 
Due to these fees, a certain amount of cost is charged for each transaction and all profits are 
attributed to the financial institution. Tongtongcoin can minimize these transaction fees and return 
the generated profits to users. 
 

Decentralization of assets can also revolutionize the storage and exchange of assets. Markets with 
decentralized assets have no borders, allowing users around the world to interact with each other 
freely. Decentralization improves robustness against random errors as well as against the attacks 
and attempts of collusion by individual participants. Decentralization allows users to fully control 
their own funds without having to trust third parties. As a result, the storage and exchange of assets 
are much safer, simpler and more effective. The Tongtongcoin platform enables secure and rapid 
asset exchange through decentralized P2P asset transaction. 
 

The major goal of Tongtongcoin is to bring together the traditional financial world and 
Cryptoeconomics through blockchain technology to profoundly lower the commission rates 
generated in the process of transactions and to establish an ecosystem in which users can 
exchange assets safely and quickly through decentralized P2P asset transactions.  
 

 
2.1 Market Analysis 

 
 

2.1.1 On/Offline Payments 
 

The domestic payment market is dominated by three major players, with a market share of 
about 80%. In the payment gateway service market, PG exploits approximately 10% of credit 
card fees as a commission through affiliation with credit card companies.  
In addition, the commission rate takes about 2 ~ 5% of commodity prices, which means that the 
financial companies are defrauding the benefits of the users. Therefore, a solution to benefit 
both the store and the consumers utilizing the blockchain technology is much needed now. It is 
important to provide safe and convenient services so that each transaction can be assured of 
stability and immediacy. 

 
2.1.2 Encryption Asset Storage 

 
The number of encryption asset holders is rapidly increasing. According to a study by 
Cambridge University in the first quarter of 2017, there were 5.8 million to 1150 million active 
wallets and 5.8 million to 290 million active users. There still exists more growth potential. There 
are more than 3.5 billion Internet users and more than 1.2 billion mobile banking service users 
worldwide. This figure can increase up to 2 billion in early 2020. However, Cryptoeconomics 
requires more solutions aimed at the mass market to become popular. 

 
2.1.3 Exchange of Encryption Assets 

 
The number of encryption asset exchange is growing much faster than the number of 
cryptocurrency users. Globally, the number of purchases of encryption assets using currencies 
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has increased several fold, while the volume of cryptocurrency exchange transactions has 
increased from 100-200 million USD per day on the start of 2017 to 4-70 billion USD per day. 
According to coinmarketcap.com in October, the capital of encryption assets has increased by 
more than 10 times since the beginning of 2017, exceeding 150 billion USD. 
On the other hand, the encryption asset market is only a small part of the global financial 
system and is less noticeable than the stock market with total capital exceeding 60 trillion USD 
or the foreign exchange market with daily trading volume exceeding 5 trillion USD. This is 
because there is a significant drawback to the present way of exchanging encryption assets and 
further growth will be limited until a solution is found.  
The existing system of exchanging encryption assets involves high transaction fees and 
inconveniences when using a centralized exchange system. In case of an interpersonal 
transaction, you cannot verify the integrity of a transaction due to the insecure transaction 
system and can be exposed to fraud at a high frequency, resulting in the loss of encrypted 
assets or cash.  

 
2.1.4 Mileage and Points 

 
The existing mileage or point systems are limited in their use and cannot be exchanged with 
each other. (Even if the points are exchangeable, it requires high conversion fee) In this 
environment, the users need an integrated service to use the mileage or points in various 
places. In addition, the accumulated points/mileage corresponds to the liability reserve, so the 
accumulated mileage will be regarded as accounting liabilities for each store. Therefore, it is 
necessary to create a system to provide a variety of services to users and allow the stores to 
resolve the accounting liabilities by immediately converting the mileage into coins. 
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2.2 TongTong Wallet 
 

 
The TongTong Wallet operates based on TongTong, the messenger platform of the Tomato Group. 
TongTong is a highly secure, P2P-based messenger with a user-friendly messenger interface. You 
can conveniently send and receive Tongtongcoins as you would converse with a friend, and use it 
as a payment method. 
In addition, the basic idea in building Tongtongcoin that the interpersonal conversation should only 
be open to the participants is in consistent with the basic concept of cryptocurrency. Therefore, 
TongTong can be used as a basic application of the Tongtongcoin wallet to ensure the anonymity of 
the cryptocurrency transaction, and guarantee stability. 

 
 

2.2.1 TongTong (P2P messenger platform) 
 

 

TongTong, an internal messenger platform of the Tomato group, is a P2P-based messenger 
platform that does not store messages on the server. 
The TongTong messenger platform is a P2P (peer-to-peer network) platform that simply relays 
user conversations without storing them on the server. TongTong messenger uses the method 
of direct communication between devices, and all user conversation is encrypted/decrypted with 
user's private key, so it is impossible to intercept communication section and check contents of 
talk on the server.  
 
(1) Functions of TongTong 

 
TongTong is a user-friendly messenger platform. You can easily join with a phone number. It 
allows both 1:1 conversation and group conversation. Additionally, it is possible to make 
overseas remittance inexpensively and quickly because it is in conjunction with the transfer 
service for small amount overseas remittance. 

 

- Sign up 

You can easily sign up and log in with your mobile phone number. You need to recertify to 
use it in another device with the same phone number and the data on the old device will be 
deleted. 

 

 

[Figure 3] Joining TongTong 
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- Conversation 

If you want to have a conversation between users, you can select a friend from the friend 
list to chat. TongTong provides both 1:1 conversation and group conversation. It also has a 
function to show whether or not you are connected to TongTong on the user profile. 
 

 

[Figure 4] TongTong Conversation 

 
(2) Main characteristics of TongTong 

 

 
- Security 

TongTong is a P2P messenger perfect for security. The server simply relays the 
conversations, and the communication between all users is made in an inter-device P2P 
method. 

* Encryption/Decryption Algorithm 

  : The private key is securely encrypted and stored in the TongTong application. 
  : All conversations are transmitted and received encrypted with AES256, and it is safe 

from interception at the communication section because all conversation is 

encrypted/decrypted in the final terminal. 

  : In any circumstances, conversations between users are not stored on the server. 

 

- Simplicity 

  : You can easily join it simply using your mobile phone number. 

  : Any information, other than the mobile phone number, is required to the users. 

  : It has a common messenger interface so that it can be easily used. 

 

- Extendability 

  : TongTong, as a messenger platform, can be extended to various fields. 

  : In addition to a TongTong Wallet, it is designed as an open architecture that enables 

connection with small overseas remittances, shopping malls, and payment system, etc. 
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2.2.2 Features of a TongTong Wallet 

 
The TongTong Wallet operates based on TongTong. With TongTong's simple sign-up process 

and safe interpersonal conversation, it is possible to create a platform that can be used in 

everyday life, including cryptocurrency exchange between the users, commodity purchase, and 

mileage/points exchange, etc. 

The TongTong Wallet is intended for users who have already joined the TongTong and will 

generate a private key at the point of the user's convenience. This private key is encrypted and 

stored securely on the user's device, and no information is known on the Tongtongcoin platform. 

However, in order to use it smoothly for remittance and payment of cryptocurrency, non-

identified information and coin quantity could be utilized to enable fast transfer. 

All services can be provided through the TongTong Wallet, including the on/offline payment, 

P2P transmission, and mileage utilization. 
 

 
 

[Figure 5] Example of a TongTong Wallet 

 

 

(1) Key features of a TongTong Wallet 

 

- Security 

A TongTong Wallet creates a user's private key, which is stored on the local device and is not 

sent to an external server. Users have complete control and protection of their assets. 

 

- Anonymity 

A TongTong Wallet does not require you to identify yourself or verify your information. This 

eliminates the risk of user discrimination and personal data leakage. 

 

- Convenience 
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The TongTong Wallet is based on its messenger service, TongTong. It is a messenger-based 

service that is familiar to the user and can be used to send and receive a Tongtongcoin by 

selecting a friend list. It can also be used for shopping mall payment and mileage/points 

conversion through affiliated partners. 

 

- Diversity 

The TongTong Wallet can hold various coins safely such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, Lightcoin, 

and QTUM as well as Tongtongcoin. We will continue to develop more coins in the future to be 

stored in the wallet. We also plan to fix the problem of double and triple payment of 

commissions for coin conversion by adding the coin conversion function in the wallet. 
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2.2.3 Functions of a TongTong Wallet 
 
All functions in using Tongtongcoins are implemented through TongTong Wallets. 
The TongTong Wallet is an application based on the TongTong, Tomato group's internal messenger 
platform, and it is essential for everyday life as it allows conversation with friends, interpersonal 
remittances, purchase of goods and services, and mileage/points conversion.  
 

(1)  Create Account / Create Wallet 
 
TongTong, Tomato group's internal messenger platform, is a P2P based messenger platform 
that generates an ID based on a user's phone number and does not store the contents of 
conversations on the server. 
Creating a TongTong account is the basic step for using a TongTong Wallet. All accounts are 
created in conjunction with the user's phone number. To create a TongTong wallet, a private 
key is encrypted and stored in a secure area within a TongTong program and is not managed 
within a TongTong messenger server or a Tongtongcoin system. 

When a TongTong account is created, a TongTong Wallet is created at the user's option. A 
private key is generated by inputting the designated word. The entry word of the private key 
must be kept secure by the user, and the wallet cannot be recovered if lost. 
 

 
 

[Figure 6] Joining the TongTong Wallet 
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[Figure 7] Example of generating a TongTong Wallet security key 
 
 

(2)  Real-time transmission and purchase of goods 

 

You can choose friends from the TongTong messenger, and easily transfer Tongtongcoins and 
other cryptocurrencies. 
It is easy to use it because it has a user-friendly interface integrated with the messenger 
(TongTong). 
 

 
 

[Figure 8] Example of real-time transmission 

 

It provides a function to purchase items with Tongtongcoins at the shopping malls that have 
been installed in the TongTong messenger. You can purchase goods or services with 
Tongtongcoins and other payment methods. You can easily register and sell products in the 
TongTong messenger using the store API, and you can view the details of the settlement on the 
manager's page. Providing an API type interface enables it to be extended to other services in 
the future. 
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[Figure 9] Example of real-time payment 

 
(3)  Mileage/Points Conversion 

 

It provides a user interface that allows you to systematically manage your mileage/points of 
affiliated companies by converting them into Tongtongcoins. It is a platform that can create a 
win-win situation both for users and affiliates by overcoming the limit of existing 
mileage/points system. 
 
 

 
 

[Figure 10] Example of Mileage/Points Conversion 
 

(3)  Secure Interpersonal Exchange of Cryptocurrency 

 

It provides a user interface to send a Tongtongcoin securely between individuals. With the 
existing method of cryptocurrency exchange, you may be exposed to fraud and suffer economic 
damage even if the transaction is based on mutual trust. In order to prevent such damage, 
TongTong provides safe transaction service for secure transactions. 
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2.3 Production and Consumption Platform for Online Contents 

 
 

Tongtongcoin can be a medium for producing and consuming online content between the producers 

and consumers of online contents. 

 

The existing online content platform 

 

- The existing content producers can gain revenue by posting advertise on their blogs, 

- gain social reputation by posting content on the online platform, 

- receive cash points from the consumers, in case of platforms like Afreeca TV, but the 

commission rate for currency exchange is up to 40%. 

-  

In such an environment, the Tongtongcoin enables the establishment of an ecosystem through the 

utilization of blockchain smart contract technology. It makes it possible to overcome the limits of the 

existing websites of online content and create profit from the production of content itself, not from 

the simple advertising revenue, by transparently providing the profits of the producers of the online 

content, and distributing the profits to the online websites where producers can operate. 

 

2.3.1 Profit Sharing between Content Producer and Online Platform 

 

Tongtongcoin establishes a scoring system by integrating reputation, views, and comments of 

the content and pays Tongtongcoin to the content producer based on this scoring system. By 

transparent algorithm, some of the online content companies advertising revenue are paid to 

the content producers. 

 

2.3.2 Profit Sharing by Content Consumer’s Direct Payment 
 

By using Tongtongcoin, content consumers can pay Tongtongcoin to the producers directly. In 

this case, the profit sharing between online content platform company and the content producer 

is 30:70. 
 

2.3.3 Providing Online Content Platform Company API 

 
We provide service by Web API form to make online content platform company uses 
Tongtongcoin. 
By providing all the API of evaluation, compensation, payment, and settlement of the contents, 
online content platform companies can easily introduce Tongtongcoin and service it.  
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2.3.4 First Application Plan 
 

By using Tomato Group's affiliated firm NewsTomato's "News social media platform" NewsCafe 

and "Personal news curation application" NewsTong, we provide rewards to the content 

producer. When the content producers post the articles in NewsCafe or NewsTong, 

Tongtongcoin is paid based on the integrating views, comments, and the reputation of the 

article.  

Putting direct payment function by using Tongtongcoin, content consumers can also pay direct 

manuscript payment to the content producers, thereby becoming reorganized personal media 

system. 

 

 

 
 

[Figure 11] NewsCafe/NewsTong Example 

 

 

2.3.5 Secondary Market Expansion Plan 

 

 

By using Tongtongcoin API, we will expand Tongtongcoin ecosystem by co-operating with 

online content platform companies such as DCinside, AfreecaTV, Playtong, Ilbe, etc. 

Platform providers can easily apply Tongtongcoin to their companies system by using API, and 

can also retain high-quality contents by distributing profit transparently. We expect that as 

Tongtongcoin ecosystem expands, decentralized mass media and the individual-centered 

content market will vitalize and contribute to the market.  
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2.4 Usage in Online Games 
 

Money in the online game can be divided into several categories; "Items that can ease the 

gameplay”, “Items that can decorate characters or give fun elements," and "Game money that in 

making the economic activity in the gameplay" etc. Assets in the gameplay can only be acquired by 

player's gameplay or purchase by real money. However, when the game is gone by the players not 

playing the game anymore or game's short life cycle, the assets in the game by players 

accumulated is worthless.  

In this kind of gameplay conditions, we can substitute game money purchase to Tongtongcoin to 

unified management and use in various usages of these in-game assets. 

 
2.4.1 User Perspective Distinction 

 

Users can purchase in-game assets by using Tongtongcoin or obtain Tongtongcoin in the in-

game rewards. Users can trade possessed Tongtongcoin safety, and it can be used in various 

usages. This will increase the engagement of the game and double the enjoyment of playing the 

game. Also, the existing game item trade can be exposed to the fraud, but item trade between 

individuals can be vitalized by using safe P2P trade platform. 

 
2.4.2 Game company Perspective Distinction 

 

Game companies have to pay high marketing costs in addition to game development costs. It is 

a structure that game distributor takes more profits than the game company. Tongtongcoin will 

establish the system that rewards the users instantly without any marketing broker needed by 

bringing game companies marketing costs to the Tongtongcoin ecosystem. 

This can benefit both users and the game company. 

Rewards in the gameplay increase the game's fun elements and user's engagement. When we 

bring this kind of reward system into the Tongtongcoin ecosystem, we can establish integrated 

reward system inside the Tongtongcoin ecosystem. Also, this system reduces high fee of the 

PG; therefore both game company and the users can benefit. 

 

2.4.3 Online Game Ecosystem Expansion Plan 

 

Firstly, we are going to cooperate with online janggi, online go companies and adopt 

Tongtongcoin payment system to real-time pro's match. And then expand to additional item 

purchase. 

Secondly, we are going to establish reward system using Tongtongcoin API and expand the 

ecosystem of the casual games which simply have an advertisement-dependent business 

model. 
Thirdly, we are going to cooperate with a large game company and change game money to 

Tongtongcoin. Thereby establishing the ecosystem that can benefit both users and game 

companies. 
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2.5 P2P Marketplace Platform 

 

Tongtongcoin P2P marketplace platform is decentralized interpersonal cryptocurrency trading 

platform and work based on Tongtongcoin wallet. 

By using Tongtongcoin P2P marketplace platform, Tongtongcoin wallet user can safely transfer 

Tongtongcoin to other users. 

We introduced smart-contract based safe trade to ensure safe Tongtongcoin transfer, thereby 

ensure integrity and safeness of the trade. 

 

 

 
 

[Figure 12] Tongtongcoin P2P Transfer 

 

For Tongtongcoin P2P treatment, both sender and receiver have to register request to Hybrid 

Platform using Tongtongcoin wallet. 

After sender and receiver are matched, Tongtongcoin Hybrid Platform saves both users’ request 

information to Blockchain. After deposit confirmation or identity confirmation of both users are made, 

and the receiver accepts the confirmation, Smart Contract System of Tongtongcoin Hybrid Platform 

execute the request. 
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If the need for interpersonal encryption assets relocation increases henceforth, safe assets 

relocation in decentralized interpersonal trade will become a hot topic. In this situation, 

Tongtongcoin P2P marketplace platform will become excellent substitution of existing marketplace. 

 

 

2.6 Substitution of Mileage/Point 

 

 

We provide API that can exchange affiliated firm’s mileage or point to Tongtongcoin. 

Affiliated firms can exchange to Tongtongcoin as much as the firm's possessing Tongtongcoin 

amount based on the conversion rate between mileage/point and Tongtongcoin. If the amount is 

insufficient, the firm can buy Tongtongcoin in the marketplace at market price, or buy 3 months 

average price using ETH from management firm TongTongchain. 

When mileage or point exchanged to Tongtongcoin, Tongtongcoin will transfer to the user's wallet, 

and mileage or point will expire. 

 

 

2.6.1 Airline Mileage Substitution 

 

Airline mileage can be used airline itself or can be used by mileage affiliated firms. There is a 

restriction such as usage place and usage limits when users use their mileage beside airplane 

usage. For the mileage saved since 2008 has expired the period of 10 years, so there can be 

the monetary loss of the unused mileage. Also, mileage is the debt of the airline, so when 

mileage occurs, this can contribute to the airline's business environment improvement. 

Therefore Tongtongcoin team will affiliate with global aviation alliance; Star Alliance/Skyteam 

can substitute airline mileage to Tongtongcoin thereby establishing Tongtongcoin ecosystem 

that will benefit all users. 

 

2.6.2 Point Service Substitution 

 

For the firm managing point system, the points are earned for the own company and used only 

for own company's assets. The usage of these earned points is unbecoming except regular 

customer, and it is unable to exchange for real money. Thus, the Tongtongcoin team will 

substitute point to Tongtongcoin, establishing Tongtongcoin ecosystem by making issued 

Tongtongcoin used in everywhere. By this, users can use Tongtongcoin in various places, and 

the affiliated firms can establish a place for the customer's marketing. 

First, we will complete establishing Tongtongcoin ecosystem as an integrated point system and 

will expand the usage by affiliating with point firms like OKCashBag, etc. 
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2.7 Offline Payment 

 

Tongtongcoin can offer offline instant purchase by connecting with POS (Point of Sale) which is self-

produced by Tongtongcoin’s management firm TongTongchain affiliated firm TomataoPay. 

Once the user scans QR code by using Tongtongcoin wallet, the real-time purchase will occur by 

connecting with TomataoPay POS. At this moment, we guarantee fast and safe transfer by using 

Tongtongcoin platform's Hybrid blockchain technology to prevent from Tongtongcoin transfer waiting 

time to prolong. 

 

 

[Figure 13] Tongtongcoin Offline Payment 
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3. Tongtongcoin Issuing 
 

 
When issuing Tongtongcoin, 1 Tongtongcoin worth 100 won(0.01 USD), 10,000,000,000 

Tongtongcoin will be issued. Tongtongcoin can be purchased only by BTC, ETH, QTM, ACT. 

 

We sale 500,000,000 coins by Private Sale and Pre-Sale. 

 

 

 
 

[Figure 14] Tongtongcoin Distribution 

 

35% of the fund collected selling Tongtongcoin will be used for Tongtongcoin product development, 

and a huge proportion of the fund will be used for marketing and affiliated firm recruitment as 

expanded Tongtongcoin ecosystem is important. 

 

30% of RESERVE 55% is held by tongtongchain for 3 years that not be opened for market. It'll be 

distributed by investment for business model completioin. 

 

 

 
 

[Figure 15] Fund Usage Plan 
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3.1 Sale 

 
 

- Private Sale 

: From May 1, 2018, to May31, 2018, for one month. 

: Bonus 15% of purchasing amount, minimum 500,000 coins per person (firm). 

 

- Pre-Sale 

: From June1, 2018, to June30, 2018, for one month. 

: Bonus 10% of purchasing amount, minimum 50,000 coins per person (firm) 

:users who participated in the Tongtongcoin’s advertisement marketing during Pre-

sale period 10,000,000 Tongtongcoin will used for Marketing. 

 

Total amount of Tongtongcoin for Private Sale and Pre-Sale is 500,000,000. 
 

- Public Sale 

: From July 1, 2018, to July31, 2018, for one month. 

: Bonus 5% of purchasing amount, minimum 5,000 coins per person(firm). 
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3.2 Participating Firms 
 

 

Participating firms refers to all the firms that do marketing using Tongtongcoin, exchanged 

mileage/point to Tongtongcoin, providing online/offline payment service using Tongtongcoin. 

 

Year 2018, Participating Firms 

 

 For the initial contract, additional5%bonus of purchasing amount. 

 Have authorities to acquire 20% of the accumulated coins of participated firms in 2018 at the 

issued price. 

 Total amount of coins available for purchase in TongTongchain is up to 500,000,000, and sale 

by order of arrival 

 

Participated firms after 2019 

 

 In initial contract, additional5%bonus of calculated coins of average market price for last 3 

months in 2018. 

 Option to buy 20% of the total purchase price for the average price of last 3 months of 2018 is 

offered. 

 The total amount of coins available for purchase in TongTongchain is up to 1,000,000,000, and 

sale by order of arrival. 

  

Purchase of Tongtongcoin after the initial contract can be made in TongTongchain or a market for 

the market price. 

Participated firms have to attend in Tongtongcoin platform network by Master Node. 
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3.3 Users 

 

 

Users can buy Tongtongcoin at a market price in our cryptocurrency marketplace Cointong during 

July 2018. 

 

3.3.1 Offer of Tongtongcoin 

 

 Offer 100 coins to the people who opened Tongtongcoin wallet, 5,000,000 people by order of 

arrival, total 500,000,000 Tongtongcoin will be offered. 

 Purchasing all the assets or contents of Tomato Group will offer Tongtongcoin, 3% of the 

purchased price and additional 3% discount. 

 StockTong users will be offered 0.01% of the purchased price to Tongtongcoin. 

 Cointong users will be offered 0.01% of the purchased price to Tongtongcoin. 

 TomatoTV, Rtomato viewers attend will offer a certain amount of Tongtongcoin. 

 MobileTong customers’ purchase compensation will be offered as Tongtongcoin. 

 

 

 

3.4 Tomato Group Employees 

 

 

For Tomato group employees, there will be 250,000,000 coin option will be offered for 2 years. 

Employees can exert coin option for the Issued price in the year of 2018, and 5% discounted price 

for last 3 months average price in the year of 2019. 

 

 

 

3.5 Our People Business Sponsorship 

 

Tomato Group will sponsor a certain amount of Tongtongcoin to our people business for our nation's 

permanent peace and our people business including South-North Koreans and overseas Koreans. 
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4. Tongtongcoin Market 
 

4.1 Inner Company's participation 

 

 

4.1.1 StockTong App 

 

 

 

[Figure 16] StockTong(trading application) 

 

Tomato Group is possessing StockTong, the leading company of domestic MTS market. 

StockTong is a top stock trading application in Korea, up to 8 million users combining Android 

and iOS. Also, it has 300,000 load amount and 1.2 million people visit this application. 

StockTong application made a partnership with leading stock firms, making available real-time 

share trading as well as cooperated with Korea's sizable cryptocurrency exchange 

Coinone/Bithumb, making it possible to real-time market price check and trading. 

Trading cryptocurrency with StockTong, users will be paid 0.01% of the transaction money to 

Tongtongcoin. 

 

 

4.1.2 Cointong (cryptocurrency exchange) 

 

 

 

[Figure 17] Cointong (cryptocurrency exchange) 
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Cointong will be cryptocurrency exchange founded by Tomato group and will open in April this 

year. Tongtongcoin is tradable in Cointong. 

Cointong has the best security level in Korea, and it is a cryptocurrency exchange with a user 

interface that reflects 7 years of StockTong operation know-how. 

A client who trades in Cointong will get Tongtongcoin 0.01% of the trade price.  

 

4.1.3 Kkalamunkka 

 

 

 
 

[Figure 18] Kkalamunkka Examples 

 

Kkalamunkka is an online shopping mall in Tomato Group.We analyze customers' tendency 

to get customers'needs, and sell all kinds of products by good price. 

Currently, we sell about 100 kinds of products, but we are continuously expanding 

participating companies and products. 

We will establish a payment system that can purchase using Tongtongcoin in Kkalamunkka. 

The amount of payment is reflected in the price of the Tongtongcoin in connection with the 

Cointong, 3% of the total payment amount is paid as a Tongtongcoin, and an additional 

discount of 3% is applied. 

At this time, the payment and the discounted coins are the prices according to the market 

price, so users should be cautious about the prices. 
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4.1.4 NewsCafe (Newstomato’s Social Media Platform) 
 

 

[Figure 20] NewsCafe 

 

The NewsCafe is NewsTomato's "News Social Media Platform," an affiliate of the Tomato 

Group. It is a platform developed with the motto that all users can be producers and 

consumers of the articles. 

When a NewsCafe user posts an article, he will be paid a certain number of Tongtongcoins 

depending on the article's preference, the number of comments, and the consumers' intention 

to consume. 

 

 

 

4.1.5 Tomato Group Affiliate Company (Affiliate Company of Tomato Group) 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

[Figure 20] etomato Homepage 
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The Tomato Group offers a wide range of services to customers from Etomato, Tomato 

Investment Advisors, TomatoTV, and Rtomato. We are planning to establish the system to 

use Tongtongcoin to pay for online purchases of Tomato Group. We will integrate the points 

of all the sites in Tomato Group and turn them into Tongtongcoins. 

When a customer makes a payment with a Tongtongcoin, the amount of payment is reflected 

in the market price of the Tongtongcoin in connection with the Cointong, 3% of the total 

payment amount is paid as a Tongtongcoin, and an additional discount of 3% is applied. 

When Etomato users pay for specialist lectures, Etomato offers a certain proportion of tickets 

to Tongtongcoin points. At this time, the payment and the discounted coins are priced 

according to the market price, so users should be cautious about the prices. 
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4.2 Collaboration with External Participating Companies 

- Two Phases 
 

 

Firstly, we will make the purchase of contents and products of various affiliates in the tomato group 

by Tongtongcoins. Secondly, we expand the ecosystem of Tongtongcoin by expanding to external 

participating companies. 

Participating company refers to a company that allows customers to pay for their contents and 

products using a Tongtongcoin, participating in the Tongtongcoin’s ecosystem regardless of 

whether already possessing mileage/point and wants to change the payment environment that is 

dependent on existing large financial companies and PG companies, and to establish decentralized 

and secure trading system. 

 
4.2.1 Definition of External Participating Company 

 

 

(1) Participating Company 

 

 
 

Participating company refers to a company that converted mileage/points into Tongtongcoins. 

Participating companies must convert their mileage/points into Tongtongcoins and have a 

system that allows them to pay for the goods or services of participating companies with 

Tongtongcoins. 

TongTongchain provides services in the form of APIs so that participating companies can 

easily switch between the Tongtongcoins payment system and mileage/points conversion. 

Participating companies have the option to receive Tongtongcoins firstly, which will vary 

depending on when participating companies participate. For more information on options, you 

can check out chapter 4, "Tongtongcoin sell." 

Participating companies must participate in Tongtongcoin by Master Node. 

 

 

(2) Partnership Companies 

 

 

WITHOUT  
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Tongtongcoin is available for online/offline payments. A company that uses TomatoPay's 

POS system is called an affiliate. It is a company that uses Tongtongcoin for offline payment. 

If the company contribute to the expansion of the Tongtongcoin ecosystem by integrating 

Tongtongcoin with the payment system of the affiliate company or by introducing the 

mileage/point system using the Tongtongcoin, you will be converted into a participating 

company and exert the rights of the participating company. 
 

4.2.2 Ecosystem Expansion Plan through External Participating Company 

 
 

(1)  Airlines or global aviation alliance 

As mentioned above, airline mileage has low cashability and restrictions on usage. Hence, the 

Tongtongcoin team will convert airline mileage into a Tongtongcoin, which will establish an 

ecosystem that benefits both users and affiliates. Airline will be provided an API that allows to 

easily convert mileage into Tongtongcoin, and provide services in connection with payments 

and other functions for use at any time by an affiliate in Tongtongcoin ecosystem. 
 

(2) Online Game Developer 

Online game developers spend more on marketing than development cost. If a game 

developer operates in a Tongtongcoin ecosystem, they can integrate and manage the game 

money of various games, and introduce common reward elements in the game to double the 

fun of the game and therefore increase the immersion of the game. Firstly, we will apply the 

service to the game which pro's match can be contents itself, such as online Janggi/Go first 

hand, and expand it to various game environments, and we will grow Tongtongcoin as a 

substitute for game money market. 

 

(3) Online Shopping Mall 

In order to expand the Tongtongcoin ecosystem, a stable usage is required. We will continue 

to expand our ecosystem through affiliation with a variety of online shopping malls/social 

media companies, as well as Kkalamunkka, a shopping mall with 5 million customers. In 

addition, we will develop a Tongtongcoin settlement service through PG in connection with the 

PG system of TomatoPay, our affiliate company, so that it will be possible to easily introduce 

Tongtongcoin settlement to any shopping mall that already has a PG system. 
 

(4) Offline Affiliates 

We are planning to expand offline payments for offline stores. 

Firstly, we will apply offline payment methods to our franchisees using TomatoPay POS. 

Secondly, we will recruit additional franchisees. 

When paying offline, the Tongtongcoin will be sent immediately to the wallet of the offline 

affiliates, and the checkout process such as coin settlement can be confirmed at the POS. At 

the POS, we will display the remaining balance in connected with the current Tongtongcoin 

market price, and we'll make it possible to immediate encash in connection of transaction 

system in future so that it can be used conveniently at offline franchises. 
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5. Roadmap 

 

 
Main features listed in this paper will be available after about 2 years of development. 

 

There will be four updates for the product development, and we will focus on Tongtongcoin 

ecosystem expansion such as mileage/point exchange, payment substitution, and game money 

substitution cooperated with shops. 

 

 1st update achievement: Tongtongcoin issuing, wallet 

 2nd update achievement: market entry by linking our systems 

 3rd update achievement: mileage/point exchange, payment development 

 4thupdate achievement: Tongtong messenger switching to blockchain messenger 

development. 

 

2018.1Q  

 Complete the TTCOIN White Paper 

 Development of TTCOIN and establishment of brand sites 

2Q  

 TTCOIN Private & Pre Sale 

 Developing TongTongwallet and upgrading TongTongwallet within the TongTong 

APP 

 Linking our service such as StockTong, Kkalamunkka, Etomato, NewsTomato, 

etc.and Payment System Development completed 

 General partner marketing (On-line Payment, Mileage, Content Purchase) 

3Q  

 TTCOIN Public Sale - ICO completion 

 TongTong Pot service open 

 Online shopping mall service open 

 Partnership with point firms 

4Q  

 Mileage/point exchange system development and service open 

 

2019. 1Q  

 Partnershipwith airline/global aviation alliance 

 Offline payment system development  

2Q  

 Offline market payment pilot service open 

3Q  

 Offline market payment service open 

 Game developer service open 

 Switching Tongtong messenger to blockchain messenger 
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6. Partner 

 
Our Powerful Partners, Among them, we try to make Tongtongcoin payment ecosystem. 

 

6.1 Global Partner 

 

   
 

6.2 Local Partner 

 

 


